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To obtain an entry-level Visual Artist position in a growing and career oriented 
company that holds opportunities for future advancement and personal growth. 
Psychology Student at University of Missouri - Kansas City.

EXPERIENCE

Visual Artist
DP Art And Design - JANUARY 2000 – 2003

 Designed and produced graphic signage at IBM Corporation, NY, USA.
 Served as a manager for the restoration of 19th-century landmark 

properties.
 Specialized in detail finishes and specialty painting techniques.
 Met project deadlines and milestones set by project managers.
 Learned and grown on the job so that you can begin to handle some 

of the more technical implementation aspects of game development.
 Trained and developed sound technicians to enhance the Sunday 

Morning worship experience Create an Art Gallery outside the Worship
Center to allow Visual.

 Created and sold artwork online, at local shops, and at various vendor
events Create custom orders in a timely manner, paying attention to 
detail.

Visual Artist 
Delta Corporation - 1998 – 2000

 Selling many pieces of art and Winning the Grand Strand Visual Artist 
of the Month.

 Website manager Creates graphic marketing material such as 
programs, brochures, monitor displays, invitations, postcards, 
stationery and any other .

 Creates and distributes emails to congregation for event programing.
 Web Based Company - Web Based Create Visual Art using Oils, 

Pastels, Photography, and Digital Media for sell as an Independent 
Contractor.

 Web Based Company - Web Based Create Visual Art using Oils, 
Pastels, Photography, and Digital Media for sell as an Independent 
Contractor.

 Rendering Cad Projects, preparing posters and graphics design Skills 
Used Rendering with Max studio design, editing on photos hop and 
working on .

 Creation and manipulation of digital images and video in realtime, in 
synchronization to music through technological mediation and for 
audiences.
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EDUCATION

 MS

SKILLS

MS Office, Plannin Skills, Creative Skills.
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